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ABSTRACT
Emotional Expressions are an integral component of the reliability when animating virtual characters. But the sheer
amount of possible emotions and the complexity in their selection makes it difficult to develop an intuitive way of
controlling arbitrary facial expressions interactively in real-time. This work aims at finding a decent representation
of emotions and their expressions, as well as their interactive control by suitable tools. It develops a valid cultural
spreading system to classify emotions and thus control emotional expressions interactively. Different complexity
stages are presented and evaluated for being able to satisfy different application scenarios.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Realistic facial animation is one of the most difficult
tasks for computer animators. The face is the main
instrument for communication and defining a person’s
character. Animating human-like faces is typically
done either by using keyframes or through Motion
Capturing. Keyframing descends from 2D hand-drawn
animation techniques. The usage of Motion Capturing
and the evolution of modern graphics cards have led
to the possibility of animating human-like faces in
real-time. The sheer amount of possible motions
requires new methods for controlling these animations
in real-time. There are some approaches on defining
scripting-languages or parameterized facial models but
the field lacks an intuitive way of controlling arbitrary
facial expressions interactively in real-time.

The main goal of this research is to find a reasonable
model for controlling the state of a character rather than
animating the face itself. We introduce a method for
interactively controlling the emotions (and thereby the
emotional expressions) of virtual characters in real-time
which is modelled on the real-life interaction between
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director and actor. In order to achieve this, we have an-
alyzed existing classifications of emotions and deduced
methods and prototypes to control emotional expres-
sions, interactively. Finally an experimental evaluation
was performed.

2 RELATED WORK
Controlling human-like faces means basically control-
ling atomic movements. Such movements depend on
the geometric model. The idea behind this work is to
decrease the amount of possible movements or actions
needed to be done by an animator by providing an ab-
straction layer which employs different interdependen-
cies and metaphors.

The AMA-System [TMPT88] uses "Abstract Muscle
Actions" to simulate muscle movements with single
vertices that form the face. Those atomic expressions
form so called tracks, which are a chronological
sequence of keyframes. Tracks can be subsequently
mixed like sound tracks in a recording studio.

Prem Kalra developed the SMILE-System at the
University of Geneve. Different abstraction layers
are defined to separate muscles, "Minimum Percep-
tible Actions" (MPAs), phonems and expressions
as well as words and emotions from each other
[KMMTT91, KMTM+98]. MPAs contain informa-
tions about the frame number where to start, the
minimal action to be animated and the intensity to
which the minimal action shall evolve. The System
provides a High Level Script Scheduler (HLSS)



which allows the user to build emotions and words
out of those MPAs and arrange the whole animation
[MTM00]. The general syntax would be:
while <duration> do <action>.

Different approaches have been made to define such a
scripting language which enables the animator to act as
a director. But in this case a scripting language is not
an interface for intuitive interactive work because the
process of animating needs flexibility and responsive-
ness. However, the idea of creating an abstraction layer
which enables the user to control a large number of pa-
rameters intuitively seems quite convenient though.

The MPEG-4 standard [Koe02] includes a set of Fa-
cial Definition Parameters (FDPs) describing the face
and 68 associated Facial Animation Parameters (FAPs)
which control rigid rotation of the head, eyeballs, eye-
lids and mandible. The standard also defines parame-
ters that indicate the translation of corresponding fea-
ture points. FAPs are also used to describe the most
common facial expressions and the visemes. In 2009
Rodrigues et al. developed a dynamic emotion model
to facial expression generation using the MPEG-4 stan-
dard [RSV09] which was designed to work for the aut-
matic synthesis but not for interactive, intuitive control.

The Facial Action Coding System [EF78] is a widely
used standard to systematically describe all observable
facial actions that are independent from each other.
Ekman and Friesen found 46 so called Actions Units
(AUs).

The Facial Expression Repertoire [BW10] is a set of
atomic face movements which is based on the Facial
Action Coding System but extends it with asymmetric
movement. The main contribution is the mapping of
Basic Emotion to a list of Action Units.

In 2004 Helzle et al. [HBSL04] developed a system for
mapping captured Motion Curves onto the vertices of
a humanlike head. For each existing Action Unit there
are 100 captured timesteps that describe the movement
from a neutral position to the Action Unit at its extreme
value. The Adaptable Facial Setup (AFS) is a a stan-
dardized facial rig, driven by a set of nonlinear defor-
mations. In 2007 Schmidt developed a system for ani-
mating all possible Action Units via the Adaptable Fa-
cial Setup in realtime. [Sch07]

Motivation
Finding a reasonable model for controlling the emo-
tional state of a character and therewith his emotional
expressions interactively requires a reasonable classi-
fication of emotions. The sheer amount of possible
atomic movements (46 in FACS, 68 in MPEG-4, 120
in AFS) - not to mention their intensities - yields the
need for an abstraction layer. By controlling the emo-
tions of a virtual character we provide the user with an

intuitive abstraction. To satisfy different needs we used
different models and developed different interfaces for
working with them respectively.

The Adaptable Facial Setup works with 120 Facial Ac-
tions multiplied by 68 Influence Points which results in
8160 datasets (Motion Curves) with 100 timesteps each
and provides us with the opportunity to render human-
like characters in real-time, and thus explore and evalu-
ate different interfaces and interaction techniques.

3 EMOTICON
The idea of manipulating emotions instead of directly
manipulating the face itself provides the user with an
abstraction such that an intuitive real-time interaction
is possible. But there are two open questions: How can
the user control the emotional state of the figure in a
way that as many emotional expressions as possible can
be achieved? And how are these emotions mapped to
emotional expressions or Facial Actions?

Classification
Basically there are two approaches to classify emotions.
The Dimensional Classification was developed in 1896
by Wundt [Rei00] and describes an emotion by a set of
coordinates in a n-dimensional space. In 1986 Russell
developed a circumplex model [Rus80, Rus86, Rus02,
Rus03], in which all possible emotions can be defined
in terms of a pair of xy-coordinates on a plane described
by the axes arousal and pleasure (see Figure 1). The
origin marks a neutral state and an emotion results from
mixing different states of arousal and pleasure.
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Figure 1: Classification according to James A. Russell

The Categorical Classification proposes some basic
atomic emotions which can form more complex ones
when they are mixed together. Different authors state
different sets of Basic Emotions. But it can be shown
that the field agrees in at least eight Basic Emotions.
Table 1 shows the usage of the 14 most considered emo-
tions in this scientific field whereas "‘+"’ indicates the
usage and "‘-"’ indicates the rejection of the emotion
respectively.



Emotion McDOUGALL PLUTCHIK EKMAN

Fear + + +
Anger + + +

Disgust + + +
Joy + + +

Sadness + + +
Interest - + +
Surprise + + +

Contentment - + +
Compliance + - -
Tenderness + - -
Contempt - - +

Amusement - - +
Pride - - +
Relief - - +

Table 1: Different Basic Emotions according to differ-
ent authors

We state that there is a more or less consensus in at least
eight Basic Emotions: Fear, Anger, Disgust, Joy, Sad-
ness, Interest, Surprise and Trust. Robert Plutchik used
particularly these eight Basic Emotions for his classifi-
cation of emotions [Plu62, Plu80]. Figure 2 shows a top
view of Plutchiks model. The eight Basic Emotions are
represented by eight petals which are subdivided into
three different intensity levels respectively. Surprise for
example increases to amazement and decreases to dis-
traction. Related emotions are adjacent and polar ones
are opposed. Mixing different Basic Emotions leads,
depending on how far they are away from each other, to
primary (Trust + Joy = Love), secondary (Anger + Joy =
Proudness) or tertiary dyads (Fear + Disgust = Shame).

Figure 2: Classification according to Robert Plutchik

Interaction modes
On the basis of the Categorical and the Dimensional
Classification of emotions and their inherent models we

developed two interaction models. Because animating
humanlike faces can be done in different ways and with
different contexts we decided to implement different in-
teraction modes based on different models.

Direct Control
Using Plutchiks classification of emotions as an inter-
action model allows the user to specify exactly which
emotion the virtual character experiences at the mo-
ment. Mixing the eight Basic Emotions creates all other
possible emotional states and therefore emotional ex-
pressions. We developed three interfaces for using this
model.
There are basically two ways of controlling the eight
Basic Emotions: either one chooses a graphical rep-
resentation of the emotional space which provides the
user with an overview and works as an interface or the
input parameters are mapped onto a physical analogon
(prop). Both methods were implemented.
The simplest way to interact with Plutchiks Classifica-
tion is to use the flower-like graph as seen in Figure 2
as a GUI which can be controlled by the mouse. This
leads to a very direct interaction but allows the user only
to create primary dyads (see section Classification) and
thus not all possible emotions. The reduction of possi-
ble emotions and the fact that related emotions are ad-
jacent in the GUI leads to a reduction of the cognitive
load for the user. The interface allows the animator to
define vaguely the mood and its intensity by clicking
a petal. The intensity increases to the outer sections of
the petal. Thus the midpoint of the flower defines a neu-
tral face which allows the user to fade between different
(especially polar) emotions without any visual break.
Another approach is to map the Basic Emotions onto
a physical analogon. We decided to implement a more
artistic and a more technical prototype. We used one
octave of a standard MIDI-keyboard as interface and
mapped the eight Basic Emotions onto the eight white
keys (as shown Figure 3). Keyboard sensitivity de-
termines the intensity of the particular emotion. Ex-
treme pressure on the keys thus means intenser emo-
tions. This prototype allows the user to mix up to five
different emotions per hand - each of them with one fin-
ger. But it is not possible to lock a certain emotion and
its intensity for improving the other emotions at will
because there is no way to lock the keys in a certain po-
sition. Furthermore refining the intensity values lacks
accuracy.
By trying to combine the best properties of the two in-
terfaces we used a sound mixer as a prop and mapped
the eight Basic Emotions onto the eight sliders (see Fig-
ure 4). Each slider ranges from 0 to 255 whereas zero
means a neutral state and 255 is the most emotional
state. This allows the user to mix all eight Basic Emo-
tions independently. At the same time the intensities
can be locked and adjusted in a very accurate way.



Figure 3: Analogon 1 - MIDI-keyboard

Figure 4: Analogon 2 - mixer

The Direct Control allows an arbitrary mix of all Ba-
sic Emotions whereas each single emotion can be con-
trolled almost continuously. Although this model seems
to be very intuitive the user has to be very clear about
what he is doing which results in an high cognitive load.

Indirect Control
Using Russel’s circumplex model as an interaction
paradigm allows the user to specify vaguely which
emotion the avatar experiences at the moment. Defin-
ing the states of arousal and pleasure without having
to decide which exact emotion to choose leads to a
reduction of cognitive load allowing to perform other
tasks simultaneously.

According to the interfaces used for the Direct Control
we used the graphical representation of the emotional
space as a GUI and provided a prop for navigating.

When using the visualisation as a GUI which can be
controlled by the mouse the user can pick a certain
emotion and an emotional expression respectively by
clicking on the corresponding point within the coordi-
nate system. By holding down the mouse button one
can navigate through the emotions which are mixed
implicitly. Theoretically the systems enables the user
to pick every possible emotion separately. Technically
the system mixes the resulting emotions by averaging
and normalizing the amplitudes of the individual Ac-
tion Curves.

As a second approach we used the Spacemouse as a
prop. This allows the user to navigate in six degrees
of freedom whereas the device is mounted elastically

and therefore always returns to a defined rest position
automatically. This provides a haptical feedback about
the position in the plane. Obviously we only use two
degrees of freedom for navigating on the plane and
controlling the emotion. This means that the charac-
ter always starts in a neutral state. For accessing a
state of high arousal the character has to go through
all in-between states continuously. This leads to a very
smooth flow of emotional expressions.

Constraining the input parameters to arousal and plea-
sure leads to a low cognitive load for the user. On the
other hand it can be complicated to access a desired
emotion directly and the system appears to be hardly
predictable. The restriction on two parameters predes-
tinates the concept of Indirect Control for being used
not only for manual synthesis. It can also be used as
basis for automatic synthesis of emotional expressions
as it could be used for autonomous agents.

4 EVALUATION
All the proposed models and interfaces for controlling
the emotional expressions of humanlike figures have
their individual strengths and weaknesses. For a de-
cent validation we performed an experimental evalua-
tion. We wanted to know:

• Which method can be used most intuitively?

• Are the interfaces useable?

• Do they behave according to the expectations of the
user?

• Is the method easy to learn?

• Which is the most enjoyable to use?

The experiment was designed as follows:
We asked 12 participants to control a virtual character
interactively while a story was read to them. Afterwards
they were asked to answer three qualitative paper-and-
pencil questionnaires: a general one (age, expertise)
and one for each control method. The respondent was
presented with a continuous scale between 0 and 100.

• Is the prototype usable?

• Is the usage intuitive?

• Is the prototype easy to learn?

• How much did the facial animation correlate to what
you expected to see?

The participants were between 20 and 50 years old and
their expertise ranged from none to being professional
puppeteers. Table 2 shows the results of the Direct
Control. The percentage is a degree of satisfaction (0



Criteria Mouse Keyboard Mixer

Ease of use 73% 56% 89%
Intuitivity 75% 74% 92%
Learning curve 84% 66% 92%
Expectations 67% 39% 90%
Overall score 66% 45% 93%

Table 2: Summary of evaluation results for Direct Con-
trol

means very unsatisfied and 100 means very satisfied).
The variances were rather small (between 10 and 20)
Table 2 shows that using the Mixer as a prop works best
for most of the participants (93% Overall). The mixer
can be used right away is very intuitive and invites to
play (92% Intuitivity). The reason why the keyboard
performs so poorly (45% Overall) is that most users
had strong difficulties using the keyboard sensitivity. So
they were not able to gain the desired emotional inten-
sities. Especially puppeteers had really fun with Direct
Control and the mixer. All of them were performing the
expected emotional expressions by themselves.

Criteria Mouse Spacemouse

Ease of use 60% 67%
Intuitivity 47% 50%
Learning curve 64% 70%
Expectations 54% 54%
Overall score 57% 69%

Table 3: Summary of evaluation results for Indirect
Control
Table 3 shows that the Indirect Control paradigm was
hard to understand for the users. This was due to two
reasons. First, the model uses two abstraction layers.
The users had to listen to the story, think about the re-
sulting emotions (first abstraction) and map them to the
axes arousal and pleasure (second abstraction). Sec-
ond, the Spacemouse driver turned out to cause serious
trouble. The fact that the Spacemouse performs signif-
icantly better than the mouse interface in spite of the
driver problems shows that the Spacemouse seems to
be a reasonable device for Indirect Control.
All in all the Direct Control performs much better and
is more intuitive. The Indirect Control is hard to pre-
dict and needs a lot of training. The interviews after the
test and the above results show that controlling the eight
Basic Emotions with a Mixer is the most intuitive and
most satisfying way to interactively control the emo-
tions (and thereby the emotional expressions) of virtual
characters in real-time.

5 LIMITATIONS
At the moment the system supports only emotional ex-
pressions - neither phonems or signs nor head and eye
movement have been implemented.

6 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE
WORK

We analyzed existing classifications of emotions and
deduced reasonable classifications of emotions and
their expressions for an intuitive usage and interactive
control by suitable tools. We developed a valid
cultural spreading system to classify emotions and
thus control emotional expressions interactively. We
presented two different models with different devices
for controlling the emotional expressions of arbitrary
virtual characters in realtime. Fig. 5 shows the eight
Basic Emotions in their highest intensities according to
our system. Our results can be used for the recognition
and synthesis of facial expressions. The synthesis can
be done automatically as for virtual agents or manually
as for virtual characters in computer animated movies
and puppetry.

Besides integrating phonems into the repertoire it
would be interesting to personalize the emotions,
especially for an automatic synthesis. This could
be achieved by not only using the Facial Expression
Repertoire as translator between Action Units and
Basic Emotions but integrating some kind of Fuzzy
Logic or parameterisation for example.

Another interesting way of using our system would be
to use real faces as input. Either the emotions or the per-
formed Action Units could be computed and mapped
onto a virtual character interactively.

Different participants of the evaluation suggested to
mix both existing systems. The idea is to navigate
roughly with the mouse and then add more emotions
using the mixer or the Spacemouse.

Last but not least there is an application which is be-
ing discussed with therapists. The framework could be
used as a therapeutic tool for patients with emotional
perception disturbances.
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Figure 5: Eight Basic Emotions
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